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Kar/Meyer
Fired
Errors In
Catholic Worker Article
Cited as Reason
Last month I promised you an
article on the Teamsters local 743
organizing ca111p.aign llt A.C. McClurg & Co., where I am or was
employed. There are new developments every day, and my writings
in The Catholic Worker have
themselves become part of the
issue, so that all I can do this
month is to give you an outline •
of events, and later I will write
the story behind the events.
Mon., Nov. 26--Having signed a
Union card, I was called by the
Union organizer for the McClurg
campaign, and I offeNd• to ban ,
out literature at the Book Suppl ' ~
subsidiary where I was employed.
Tues., Nov. 27-I gave Union
leaflets .and cards to the eighteen
workers at Book Supply Co., including the ten eligible warehouse
workers plus secretaries, supervisors and the manager.
Thurs., Nov. 29-First Union
meeting for McClurg workers. (I
rocked the boat.)
Thurs., Dec. 6--Seven of the ten
eligible workers at Book Supply
had signed up, so the Union filed
a petition at the National Labor
Relations Board asking for recognition as bargaining agent for
the workers. Nine of the ten at(Continued on page 6 )

CHRYSTIE
STREET

"God Would Hold Me Responsibl<i"
•

"One result of leaving everything to the politician or the herd
leader is that the individual conscience, left dormant, becomes
atrophied . . , The recent trial at
the Old Bailey in February, 1962,
~ave vivid expression to these lssues. ,Air Commodore Magill was
asked whether he would press the
button, with the. effects admitted
by scientists and dreaded by all
men. Mr. Justice Havers forbade
rep,y, but said himself: 'The wit-

ness ls an officer of Her Majesty.'
Blind obedlenc;e, in other words,
was u much taken for granted in
England as It was condemned by
the international, part-British, tribunal at Nuremberg.
"No religion allows the evasion
of unilateral responsibility in the
soul's final ·judgment. And this is
what I mean by unilateral responsibility: If I had a great deal
of money to put into defense, and
I did, voluntarily, or if I had _any-

thing to do with participation in
the war, I could not get away with
quoting Pope Pius XIl in any
sense at all. God would hold me
responsible to my own conscience.
"The Declaration of Human
Rights of the United Nations,
which is recognized by a hundred
nations, affirms that human beings
are endowed with reason and conscience. Article 14 of the Draft
Covenant states that everyone
should have the right to freedom

of thought, conscience and rellgion. U, therefore, as a result of
religious conviction, any man is
led to a conviction that he must
as an individual renounce war and
refuse military service, it would
seem to follow that such a man
should be able to claim an inherent
right to object in conscience to
all war and to refuse to take part
in preparation for it.''
ARCHBISHOP
THOM1\S D. ROBERTS, S.J.

By GREGORY LESZCZYNSKI
The New Year of 1963 is upon
us but the prospect of looking forward does not seeni as inviting aa
looking back to Christmas time at
the CW.
I had expected a Christmas season on the Bowery to be dreary,
lonely and without much joy. It is
true that we still had the same old
problems of men sleeping outside
in the cold, the seemingly hopeless alcoholics and the old men
and women who cannot survive on
their meager pension checks; bµt
our Christmas proved to be quite
an occasion.
Christmas Party
On Christmas Eve we had a i;elebration for our CW family. The
house was decorated by hanging
Christmas cards on the walls and,
as a final touch, there was a sparkling tree on the second floor. For
entertainment we had Charlotte
Ehrman and Barney McCaffrey,
who led us in carols and folk songs.
Larry Evers as Pathetique the
Clown fascinated the audience
with his colorful costume and..professionaly smooth magic tricks.
Some of the entertainment was
a bit more spontaneous. Josephine,
who is always looking for a man,
latched onto Xtro Eammon, a
young friend with a fuzzy blond
beard. They were dancing around
the room and hugging each other.
At odd moments Charlie O'Keefe
would break out into song. Gifts
were exchanged and cigarettes
given to the men.
After the party,.Tom, Walter and
I went to the caroling at the Women's House of Detention. Arthur
Lacey, Bob Kaye, Elin Paulson,
(Continued on page 6)
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ON PILGRJMAGE
By DOROTHY DAY

and the Church, if I can find anyDetroit, Mich., Jan. 6.
I am writing on a mild Epiphany one who will help pay the printing
morning, grey and windless but ·bill. <Rogowski, our printer these
with a threat of snow in the air. past 28 or 29 years is alway~ ready
I am praying it will hold back until to be paid on the installment plan.)
I return to New York. I have trav- There is much interest in Cuba
eled too many icy roads by bus today among all the college stufrom one end of the country to the dents to whom I have been speakother. I should like rather to be ing, and I am not saying that they
snowed in for the remainder of agreed with our point of view, only
the winter at the little beach house that they feel the nearness, the
on Staten Island, a Catholic Work- tremendous vitality of the social
er farm nearby, ~ways someone changes that are taking place now
to walk the beach with and gather in our hemisphere and which indrift wood, and there to catch up volve all of Latin America.
with Catholic Worker chores, such
At Loudenville there was a
as mail and writing.
large group of students from the
Of course best of all would be to neighboring State Teacher's Colbe caught this way in Perkinsville, lege who came to the meeting and
Vermont, but there would not be who wish Tom Cornell or Charles
much chance of catching up with Butterworth to come speak to them
my work there. Living with nine at greater length on Peace and the
children is truly a life at hard works of Peace.
labor, physical labor that is, and
This last week I have spoken to
as the community of Brook Farm three classes at Notre Dame, precomplained, it is hard to write medical students and engineers. I
books, prepare lectures, and an- was invited by Fr. Rulke of the
swer letters in this atmosphere. Religion department. Also I spoke
However, I tasted some of the to St. Joseph's novitiate of the Holy
womanly joys of family just before Cross Brothers.
Christmas when I had almost a
It was good to have visits with
week with my daughter and grand- Terry and Ruth McKiernan and
children, who on the last day of Julian arid Mary Jane Pleasants tomy visit had to dig me out and gether with half a dozen- other
push the car besides to get it families earning a living in the
started. Even at that, Tamar and academic field and in shops and
I were held up by a gasoline truck factories. Terry himself has the
which had skidded across the road, House of Bread bakery and I have
but we called on all the active asked him to write about it for the
saints to assist the men who were CW many a time. The normal life
pushing the truck, and lo and be- in this world today and always
hold, the cab portion pulled out of is that of the fam)ly. Tbe mathe ditch, and the tank portion fol- jority of us are called to marlowed easily after, and the long riage and not to celibacy. Indeed
'line of cars, many of them on their virginity, according to some of the
way to work in the tool factories Fathers of the Church, is a marof Springfield, were speeding on tyrdom and certainly all are not
their way. We caught the bus by called to be martyrs. It is the
one minute, and by the time I life of the family in this world
reached New York eight hours which most concerns us, and its
later the snow had ceased and the temporal needs for land and bread
roads were clear.
and the work which goes with
them.
Siena Collere
Many of the students to whom·
I am always glad when speaking
engagements call me to New Eng- we speak are married and certain.
land so that I can have these brief ly preparing to be married, and
and delightful visits with the Hen- preparing for work not only to
nessys. On this occasion I had earn a living but to contribute to
sooken at Siena College at Lou- the common good. There ls nothdenvlle, New York~ just north of ing that we do in the line of work
Albany, a boys college staffed by which does not involve this busi70 Franciscan priests. Tbe meeting ness· of earning a living. Certainly
was well attended though the boys I am glad when my books sell, and
were preparing to go home for the when I get "honorarlums" for
Christmas holidays the next morn- talks, to help keep the work going.
ing. A young Cuban was thel'e, but
The Com.in&' Week
he said afterwards that he could
During this coming week I am to
not bring himself to come hear me
until the questi<>n period began, speak at Immaculata and Marygo I do not know whether I was grove and St. Paul's by the Lake;
able to reach him 11.t all with the and also at Wayne University Newgist of my talk, which was a plea man Club and at Monteith College;
for Christian love, the folly of the and lastly to a group at TriCity
Cross, the layin~ down of life for College at Saginaw. Another reaone's brother rather th.a n the tak- son for my trip at this time (but
ing of it and in defense of the it always seems I travel through
Faith, the need to find concord- storms in midwiJiter instead of to
ances rather than to root out her- the Sunny South) was Karl Meyer's
esies, as our ''dear camoesino Pope wedding to Jean Francis, whom
John" has said. That phrase in r - he had met while she wo11ked at
lation to Pope John was used by the Ameriean Friends' S e r v i c e
the i:ieasant lea.d er in
ortbeast Committee. She is from the Mid13razil, a man generally looked west and her heart is not only
Upon with fear as another Fidel- with Karl but with the work Fr.
Damien, the Servite priest who is
lsta.
There is so much to say and to so •close! to ,our hearts w' th bis
write. that I w Id like very much interest in our · work; officiated.
(Co11tinued ion page · f) ·
;lo get out a ~phlet • about Cuba
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By T9M CORNELL
So many people are attracted to
the Peace Movement because of
their individual sensitivity to its
moral vision that it often appears
that the Peace Movement is made
up almost exclusively of very sensitive victims of emotionalism.
This may be true. It tl'oesn't really
matter how people get involved .in
the Peace Movement, whether in
reaction to their own projected
hostilities, rejection of the father
image, or what, as long as they get
involved. But after that, there
should be a -growth, an integration
and a maturing of their pacifism
based upon study and hard thinking as well as action. If this does
not happen within the individual
he will not realize himself as a
full person or an e1fective peacemaker. Emotional pacifism, sometimes calle.d spiritual or religious
pacifism but certainly neither, is
unexamined pacifism, and like the
unexamined life, is not worth living. A knowledge of pertinent literature, including the works of
Herman Kahn, <On Thermonuclear
War, Thinking .the Unthinkable)
and the New Directions anthology
Breakthrough to Peace, edited by
Thomas Merton, is an essential
prerequisite to any thoughtful response to the cold war. I am
going to examine a few possible

~~ ~~,.

SAINT FRANCIS
sweeps a church
Current responses, covering, I
hope, the range of possibilities, if
not the refinements within the
spectrum.
The Cold Warriors
We. ftnd ourselves in an arms
race. No one thinks lt can go on
indednitely in the same world context. So there are advanced various
ways in which the arms race
might be terminated or channeled
to the advantage of "our" side.
One way of endine the arms race
quite decisively would be to
launch an all-out nuclear attack
on Russia at the earliest opportunity after promulgating some impossible ultimatum, without warning and with no regard to the
innocent, or the people of Eastern
Europe,. Alaska or Japan, who
would be killed by radioactive
fall-out, depending upon the wind
currents . . This solution has actually been proposed by extreme
rightisl's. A lead article in the
Cathelic Digest authored by Senator Eastland and some pronouncement of Lord Bertrand Russell
made some years ago, (before the
USSR had developed the Bomb
and before Lord Russell began
sitting down at Whitehall) supported this point of view.
Another a>.oiot 0£ view holds
thl\t we ,can l\VOj.d war. by developing ,a,n, ~~reasingJy effective war
m(\Chine :~it.4 w'1.jch to deter agH

>

•

I

I

gression against ourselves and our to be largely replaced by a govallies. This is the current "tough" ernment - sponsored program of ,
policy. It is the brinksmanship training in the philosophy and sciwhich J. F . Kennedy revived for ence of non-violent resistance.
the Cuba crisis.
-Needless to say, this implies a
Unfortunately, the outcome of more radical revolution in our sothe Cuba policy will only reinforce ciety than any it has ever known.
Norms
the noti.on that the "tough" policy
We should have a standard by
will more surely and safely carry
us through the cold war to some which to judge the various apfuture accommodation with the proaches outlined. Bradford Lyttle
Soviet Union in as favorable cir- of CNVA suggests this three-fold
cumstances to the United States in norm: 1 ) Is it consistent with our
view of morality? 2) Will it
the world scene as possible.
strengthen values in our culture
Counterforce
and the world which we hold to
Down the scale another notch be of primary importance (liberthere is talk of a "stable deter- tarianism, democracy)? 3) Will it
rent": hardened missiles buried keep us from war?
in silos capable of launching a
Clearly, the policy of first strike
devastating attack even after the cannot be acceptable to the moral
United States had suffered a crip- conscience of the Christian. Nor
pling blow. This is the doctrine of can it help but dangerously weakCounterforce. Hardened missiles en the fabric of civilized respect
are viewed as defensive rather for individual liberty and the
than offensive weapons. They are other positive values of our Westdesigned for second-strike use ern tradition. And obviously, it
rather than for first strike. Many does not prevent war, but iii war.
liberals tend toward supporting
The accelerating arms race, the
this position, forgetting that a secsituation we are now in. cannot
ond strike missile becomes first be acceptable to the moral requirestrike at tile touch of a finger on
ments of the Christian, because lt
a button. It has the advantage maintains the threat of massive
of seeming realistic, in that it sup- destruction, making the citizeD!f of
posedly accepts the political reali- the "enemy" nation hos~es in
ties of the international power the cold war. The threat makes
struggle, and it attempts a change no sense unless it is "credible,"
in the direction of peace that
;that is, the enemy must be made
could be supported by large num- to believe we will carry out our
bers of people, even politicians. threats. In the process of convincIts proponents hold that the best ing the enemy that we sincerely
hope for eventual accommodation mean to employ massive weapons,
will be through slowing down the we convince ourselves. Morality
arms race while negotiating with resides in the intentional order,
endless patience with the Russians therefore we are already gnilty.
for test-ban treaties.
In the process of convincing olirAnother position ls gaining selves and our enemies that we
ground, although it ls too much will use the weapons available to
like a pacifist position not to in- us, we strive for unanimous supcur general mistrust. It is clearly port of government policy. Dissent
stated in the 1963 Policy State- becomes more than an annoyance;
ment of the Committee for a SANE it becomes an intolerable- threat
Nuclear policy. SANE presents to the national morale and the
the Unilateral Initidives approach unity of purpose we must achieve.
to the- American people through Mass news media are not available
carefully designed leaflets, pam- for -the dissemination of dissenting
phlets, letters and paid advertise- views. Politicians must run on cold
ments in the New York Times, and ·war platforms or be defeated.
community discussions. They pre- PTAs, labor unions and garden
sent a ~ery appealing program of clubs all echo the cold war jal'gradualism and political realism. gon, and worse than that, the UlThey . would stop nuclear testing tra-Right "Why Not Vict ory?" line
above ground, take measures to is given from the floor of the Senreduce tensions and limit arma- ate, and the neo-Fascist John Birch
ments, without regard to the i.rn,. Society, the Christian Anti-Commediate reaction of the Soviet munist Crusade and the Citizens
Union. In this way, SANE hopes Committees Against Communism
to modify the atmosphere of mu- are given an atmosphere very
tual distrust in which there can be favorable to their growth, such u
nothing but hollow negotiations. liberal groups have never known
This is not an adequate response in this country.
to the cold war and the arms race.
It is the judgment of many nonUnilateral Disarmament
pacifist.s that the cold war is now
Tile Catholic Worker, Peace- leading us closer and closer to an
makers, elements of the War lle- irretrievable world cataclysm. Mr.
aisters Leape and the CammiUee Kennedy apparently does not
for Non-Violent Action (CNVA) agree. But at his sanguine best can
and others have consistently advo- Mr. Kennedy or anyone else think
cated a more radical response:Unl- that the deterrent ean really belateral Disarmament. Proponents come stabilized, with new powers
of unilateral disarmament are not corning into possession of nuclear
naive enough to think that we weapons? China. Sweden and
should immediately dump all our many others are developing nupearl-handled twenty-two calibre clear potentiaL NATO (i.e. Wesc
revolvers into the East River. They Germany) will have control of nudo propose that the United States clear warheads. As weapons bestart on a program publicly ad- come more and more at a state of
vertised as leading to general and readiness, the control of them goes
complete disarmament, down to a down the line of command to luwer
level sufficient to maintain inter- personnel, and -to more individunal order, in a relatively short als, increasing the chance of accitime, and that this
be accom- dent or irrational conduct of some
plished through steps including the military routine.
Unilateral Initiatives
dismantling of Strategic Air ComThe Committee for a SANE Numand, all Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile sites, the elimination clear Policy and many of the peace
of cumpulsory military training, candidates in the last election held
Polaris submarines, and all pro- to the view that disarmament will
grams of espionage and hate prop- be best accomplished through a
aganda, as well as the establish- policy of unilateral initiatives in
Jnent oi positive programs to fill areas such as nuclear testing and
the vacuum created in our culture gradual disengagement from critiby the withdrawal of . the biggest cal areas, establishing · an atmosprop to our economy, We would phere of trust in which continuag
have to pour billions of dollars disarmament conferences might
into the very planning of indus- have a chance a some fruition.
trial reorganization.
The brain But the fact is that there have alpower that went into the Manhat- ready been many unilateral initia1tan Project would have to be rnag- tives from both sides. The USSR
suspended nuclear
nifietl .to tackle the problems of unilaterally
production and distribution. The bomb tests, then about two and a
jlnilitary establishment would have
(Continued on page 8)
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of dire necessity in New York
City 11.ve years ago, has become
the most extensive youth salvage ·
program in the country. It started
with the belief that, given specialBT JAMES E. MILORD
St. Thomas Aquinas said that the schools and In the churches. ized attention, "smother" love,
classes,
close-watched
the choice of a vocation in life Not only it ls undemocratic and doubled
By AMMON HENNACY
cullural
events
particiguidance,
was the most important decision anti-American, but it is also palstudents,
regardless
of
the
Joe
Hill House who have been here during the
pation,
a man could make. There is a pably idiotic from a dollars . and
72 Post Office Place, past year are bona fide transients
direct correlation between mental cents point of view, creating tre- harshness of their environment,
Salt Lake City from the freights, for if you ride
health and vocational cholce, and mendous tax burdens for welfare would respond.
They did. In the 11.rst class of
We sleep up to 1>0 men on the from the Coast or from Denver, .
long before the days of paranoia, and crime prosecution.
Given the present rate of ad- 900, 40% more finished high floor nights, giving them blankets Spokane, or Phoenix you have to .
schizophrenia and involutional
melancholia, the learned Doctor vancement in the Unions, the school, 2~ times as many com- or coats to cover up with, and ~t off here to rest. We have about
knew this painfully well. His own membership admittance of Ne- pleted the academic course of breakfast. I sleep by the door in 50 bundle rolls In the front alcove
election of a begging and preach- groes will take 138 years to se- study, 3 ~ times as many went on order that town drunks are de- to the left. My small office is in
ing friar's life almost cost him cure equal participation in skilled to higher education. "We had no toured to "the cooler" to the side the alcove to the right. We feed 21
his sanity. The serenity that seeps craft training. In New York, for magic, no tricks. We just smoth- rear of s>ur place where we keep at a shift. The cook has a small
through his philosophy and poetry example, the automobile mechanics ered these kids with attention," the garbage and we can accommo- room where he keeps the supplies
date five men where they will not and a bed. Five other beds are for
is the product of a healthy, bal- union has admitted a ineager 5% said Principal Henry Hillson.
Of course this costs money. And
the others who peel potatoes, mop
anced mind. His inner vocational apprentice proportion from the
up, etc. These were bought when
peace is a far cry from the tor- Negro group, over a ten year peri- expenditures for this type of eduwe first started by a sort of Rosiment and 'bitterness over vocation- od. Negroes now hold only 2% cation are unpopular with luxurycrucian who met us when we first
al quandries which form part of membership in New York in this loving John Q. Public. There are
picketed. I used to think that a
vital trade. Who can blame them no price tags on a wasted life.
the mental patient's syndrome.
What price must America eventuperson who slept in the day time
While we agree completely with for being fed up With waiting?
was a sissy, but I have to take a
California, normally a toler- ally have to pay in order to keep
St. Thomas' appraisal of the situnap for a couple of hours at noon
ation, we cannot forget that he ant state, has 200 firms which a youngster from being condemned
after being wakened up by the
spoke from the relative simplicity deny jobs to Negroes, Mexicans, to idleness and crime? It costs
$4,000
to
process
one
student
knocking
at the door all night.
and
Orientals.
The
employment
of a 13th century society. He could
For
Mary Lathrop's 12 by 15 mural
not foresee our Overdeveloped So- offices in most cities co-operate through l)robation offices.
of the execution of Joe Hill, which
ciety which has made the choice with companies who practice dis- $400, 10% of a last-chance process,
educators
can
provide
a
Highthe
L W.W. paper wouldn't print
crimination
by
using
a
code
sysof a vocation a virtual impossibilbecause Christ was in it, is on the
ity for a million children each tem-"53's" for Jewish applicants; er Horizon program for that same
wall in the dining room. Her 6 by 9
year. They form a flailk in Ameri- "99's" for Negroes, and so forth. student. Even a dullard can figure
Holy Family is in the front living
ca's growing Army of subprole- In a thirty-two city-wide survey, that one out.
What cherished notions must
and sleeping room, and a Russian
tarians and disadvantaged. As au- seventeen were found to have not
Pilgrim with a Greek Orthodox
tomation moves forward with its a single Negro apprentice. ·ccom- go? At the top of this speculated
Cross is above the door. (It will
terrible and devastating swiftness monweal 3/10/62). There are scrap heap is the stubborn idea
takl! me years but I am studying
-putting some thirty-five thou- 250,000 Bachelor's degrees among that all men are born equal, menGreek in my spare time.) Sometime
sand jobs out of the work picture Negroes, but fewer than 300 tally that is. In any given group
she will paint a mural of my favoreach week-the plight of the un- plumbers. Why? There are 30,000 of Americans, one out of every
ite saint, Joan of Arc. To the right
employables is fast becoming the Masters and 6,000 Ph.D's among five would have to be classed as
our front window has the inscripworst socia1 and economic prob- Negroes, but only a handful of fairly dull, their I.Q.'s falling beelectricians, and not a single rail- tween 70 and 89. Educators find it
lion in green: "While there is a
lem in American history.
road
engineer.
Why?
uncomfortable,
almost
immoral
to
1ower
class I am in it; while there
This de-jobbing process places
"We are allowing social dyna- hint that this proportion exists.
is a soul in prison I am not free."
those in the lower intelligence
Eugene V. Debs. And to the left
brackets - borderlines, low I.Q.'s, mite to accumulate in our large They keep prattling about "slowcities,"
says
Dr.
James
Conant,
learners"
and
"culturally
_
de.this
by John Dewey: "A good man
retarded cases-on the one-way
prived" youngsters. In their docis one, who, no matter how bad he
street to oblivion. They form the
trine, the little Ego must never
has been, is getting better. A bad
ranks with some twenty million
be tampered with. It can be taught
man is one, who, no matter how
disadvantaged people who shall
the facts of sexual life in open
good he has been, is getting worse."
face a lifetime of misery, public
Many of the men call me Joe HilL
classes in High School, but not
-charity and self-hatred.
the realities about its limita- waken the others with their bab- Our place is the only one listed as
Who are the subproletarians and
tions. Before anyone gets down to bling. I let in the "ambassadors" a mission In the yellow pages of
disadvantaged?
_ brass tacks, many disastrous years sent by the yard men at the freight the phone book. On holidays and
. They are people who cannot
have slipped by, with precious yard. At times a cop brings in a Saturdays and Sunday when the
master any skills, crafts or trades
little to show. Parents are unwill- drunk for us to sober up or a va- U. S. Employment office in our
of a complex nature, whose role
ing to face the music about Ju- grant who has no place to go. There block is closed employers call upon
in former days has been that of
nior's dullness.
Other countries is no freeloading for transients, us, and the men can leave our
wood-hewer, water-carrier, shephave no tolerance for such phoney and the Salvation Army only al- phone number for calls for work.
herd, stone cutter, f.arm laborer, •
sympathies, and start weeding out lows them to stay one night a I will write more about that again.
porter, weaver and what have you,
children In lower school, without month and cooperates with the po- Many of the men are fallen away
now sacrificed to a way of life
feeling it undemocratic. Democra- lice in checking them, and there is or what is called Jack Mormons.
that does not allow fDr limitations.
cy in American schools is equated a detail of police dogs running Often when they work for a day
They are also members of minorW:i~h a fantastic game of telling loose in the alleys to get vagrants they give me a dollar as a tithe. I
ity groups whose non-verbal, slum
fafry tales about the business of at nights. We take no names al- tell them not to try and borrow it
and
tenemented
backgrounds,
life's work. And it is proving every though it was suggested that we do back.
make education meaningless. They
year how Inadequate and stupid so. The health department said it
Garcia and Rivenburgh
are those before whom immense
it can be.
was not sanitary to sleep so many
Garcia was raised in orphanages
barriers have been flung: barriers
Wisconsin has the lowest drop- people on the floor and that we and r eform s chools and- a t th e age
of technology, legislation, mobility,
· the s tate pnson
·
out rate In , the nation because it should have double bunks. I re- of 16 was Placed m
class, race, religion. These Include
has long since given up the i·dea plied that I would be busy picking along with old degenerates. Riventhe Negro, the Puerto Rican, the
·
that every child can carry an the men off the floor who fell out burgh ba d d one years as a kid in
American Indian, the Mexican, the
academic load.
of the bunks and we bad no room the old Sugarhouse prison, where
Oriental, the migratory Okie, the
· 1915. In
Los Angeles starts channeling for them anyway; and that I sup- J oe Hill -was execut e d m
"wetback" bracero.
·
youths into shop courses In the posed there was some regulation an ai;:gument among homosexuals,
· ·
Jobs in which Negroes are disseventh grade, cleverly co-ordinat- that Christ shouldn't have been and w1'th many of the participanta
full of d ope, a lellow mma
·
te was
proportionately concentrated form StAAYMONO
ing reading exercises 1µ the tech born in a stable.
a major part of the 35,000 being himsdF
Rules
murdered. One fellow got life and
classes, using blueprint instrucde-jobbed weekly.
Where shall
tions, simple sentences dealing
A friend of mine who had us Garcia and Rivenburgh had been
they turn? Among the basic manuwith the matter at hand.
.
on television when we were sentenced to death and reprieved
facturing industries of the South, former Harvard University PresiAnother reason for our slowness picketing came to the House and several times. We were told in Autextiles, not a single Negro has a dent, in his book Slums and So- to change is the ingrained belief asked what the rules were here. gust 1961 when we said that we
position as a weaver, a spinner or ctety.
that status must be upheld-at any I told him, "No drinking and no would picket the pruon when they
• loom repairman. Seniority and
Seven million students will drop cost. New York City alone needs 5 _ cops." Coy Ringo, who was doing were to be executed th.11t we were
promotional rights, considered a out of high school between now 000 food trade personnel each ye~. life and had just escaped from the not allowed to picket. But they got
ain.e Qua non in white men's union and 1970. Another two and one- Waiters and waitresses have to be state prison after stabbing a guard, a reprieve before tbe fatal date and
contracts, are denied Negroes re- half m.1llion won't even finish imported from Ire}.and and Europe was still loose. I was asked if I we did not have to picket. Last
gardless of educational background grade school. We don't need to to :fill these vacancies. Food serv- would hide an escal)ed murderer. March they were scheduled to be
in these industries: paper-making, be education experts to realize ice in Ireland is held In high es- I told him that I sW'e as hell shot the 13th and I picketed and
chemicals, oil re1ining, steel, to- that in this day and age these kids teem. In Switzerland, a waiter's would; th.at In the Middle Ages fasted for 12 days. Rivenburgh got
bacco, r.ailroads. Furthermore the face a bleak, despairing future.
job is sought after. Americans criminals who got to a Church or an appeal during this wne and
Negro is barred from entering the
S.o me commendable work is be- cherish their children's egos and a Monastery had refuge there Garcia got one the night before he ,
majority of Unions: electricians, ing done in our larger cities to refuse to admit that many of these against the law, but now the Mor- was to be executed. I spoke at pubstructural steel workers, plaster- salvage some of these children. positions are havens for the dis- mons and the Catholics tried to see lie meetings on this matter. Here
ers, lathing, sheet metal workers, By and large, the American school advantaged.
who could hang them first. This you can choose ~heading, hanging,
roofers, pipe .fitters, glaZiers, op- system is buried under layers of
If home help could be found for interview was on the radio twice.
or shooting, but no one has ever
ticians, operating engineers, tin- accumulated mental habits, preju- married women, many of them
Karl O'Dea, age 78, is our good chosen beheading. Last. July 30
smiths, typesetters, tile setters, and dices and cherished notions which could J>e freed for vital teaching cook, taking the place of half' a Garcia was sentenced to die Sepalmost every union on the rail- shall have to be scrapped before positions again. Old folks could be dozen who preceded him, some of tember 14th, and two days later
roads: firemen, engineers, car in- much can be done to help the un- saved from the dull existence in a whom sold our groceries for liquor, Rivenburgh was sentenced to die at
spectors, conductors, brakemen, employables. Mr. Kennedy's ef- nursing home, by simply recruiting and others who nearly fell In the the same time. I fasted and picktowermen, telegraphers.
forts to find jobs for four millions the dull fifth.
soup. Moses, a colored man from eted for the 45 days and had a
Caste psychology, besides out- out of work is laudable, but no
Unions do not accept vocational the Cagin swamps, is our dishwash- poster walk down town. The night
right color hatred, is here at matter how he tries, he will be school training, ·and tlie appfentlce er and his slow, or you might say befpre the supposed execution
work. White workers feel impelled barricaded by some Incontestable is reqllilied to put ln long periods deliberate methods along. with his Garc.i a was given life, which is
to regard their labor as white realities: Cl) the human race-at of training. · This creates vast good humor liven up the pl"ace. In what my leaflet called for. But the
man's work, and other work as least in the United States - no shortages. Automobile mechanics the winter now we always have a morning before, Rivenburgh be"nigger" work.
longer can fit the society In which need 40,000 replacements each sheepherder who stays until lamb- came discouraged and took poison
Robert Hutchins, former Chica- it is forced to live; (2) re-training year. Turnover in practical nurs- ing time. They all seem to have in his cell. They were both Cathogo University president, called of displaced factory people for au- ing hits a critical ~.000 annuany. developed a cough that is a cross lies. I wrote to all of the religious
American labour a "quasi-sover- tomation totally ignores the dulCalifornia• has learned1lo '!loliclt' between a cry:ing baby and .a hoot leaders telling .them that . their
eignty." It is a form of vicious lard, and partially ignores the contractors . .a n Ii bu:sinessmen'lsl 'owl. >They go . t>ver' ito the hearby hands were bloody if they they did
discrimination equally as danger- disadvantaged .
councils · o co-opetate ' by' 1gi ingt Grower& Market anli •get left overs. [nat r$eak up, But none replied exous and evil as discrimination in
Blgher Horizons, a program born
(Continued on page 6)
Most of the men of the thousands
(Continued on page 6)
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Letter from a Cuban Friend
Habana
Cuba
October 1962
Dear Friends:
This is to tell you that I read
7our tactful but honest comment
on the letter I sent you In April,
which you printed in June with a
bold black box around it, thus
giving it prominence and confusing those who believed that you
were endorsing all of what I said.
The fact that papers, big or small,
are supposed to have one and only
one orientation, dogma, or idealogy, brings about this kind of confusion. I would like to see a
publication that would publish all
types of ideas, ranging from the
most reactionary right to the m~
radical left. But I am glad that
your publication is interested in
and deals with issues of maximum
importance, even if they are not
presented within your own frame
of orientation.
Regarding the letters of protest against my letter, I wonder
if they did not come from readers
who do not read attentively or
are afraid to read any truth that
might disturb their complacency.
Thomas Aquinas recognized that,
in matters of living, man only
learns what he already knows, perhaps recalling that Jesus told us
that only those with ears can
hear: in the same way, Jose Marti,
the apostle of Cuban freedom,
believed that what really matters
is what is said and not who said it.
We miss much of life's depth and
richness if we refuse to consider
an idea because it was advanced
by St. Paul, Spinoza, Marx, Lenin,
Stalin-or even Hitler. Unfortunately, the world is populated by
irrational children, whose actions
spring from reflexes conditioned
by a special color, banner, or tag.
Hence there is always a danger
that words will distract their attention from reality. If the sound
and fury of Marxist-Leninist suecess shocks the indolent Christians
and moralists out of their self-deception and bad faith, perhaps it
will be possible to reverse their
present turn along the irrational
and barbaric path of revanchism
and unmasked imperialism.
It is difficult to be healthy when
one contemplates the work of the
crackpot realists who operate the
state and its repressive machinery
in ordel' to defend this or that
value. In order to grow in love in
this situation one must · have
enough courage to assume the
meekness wl'\ich Dostoevsky describes in The Idiot. The reason
few people have the courage to
turn the other check is that few
have the courage to look their
persecutors straight in the eye.
The early Christians, as pacifist
anarchists, had the courage to face
the lions because they had no
property, no privileges to be
ashamed of, they had the inner
light of those who wear the proud
rags of non-violence and non-repression. In Cuba no Christian is
persecuted oh account of his beliefs in Providence. The Socialist
press allows Catholic news to be
published. The Catholic Father
Sardinas and the Protestant Reverend Ceballos often present their
religious views in print. The newspapers recently published the pieture of three nuns who had returned to Cuba from Canada. The
Christian is persecuted only when
he takes a gun or bomb to commit
acts of violence and sabotage. But
a Christian who fights is not a
Christian, for Christ condemned
those who live by the sword.
I am not a Christian, because I
feel that Christ's love did not
reach the heights of Buddha's,
whose compassion went as far as
to endow animals with a soul. My
position is that of Friedrfoh Nietzsche not the Nietzsche who w;ts
.sane' and wrote eulogies of the
blonde beast, but the Nietzsche
who, when he became insane, tearfully embraced the neck~of a stut>born horse which w s being beaten
by a coachman. (\.s a n~~- ,,J1ent
and non-l:epressfve Idiot, 11 can
only hope that in time my cbfuitiy:
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they do not ifve h1m their coat.·
Instead they make bombs and mis11iles to exterminate his wife and
children.
U a materialist believes that it
is right to commit mass murder for
the sake of an ideal, this is logical,
because the materialist believes
that a human being ls nothing but
a bunch of atoms. This ls the logic
of the neutron bomb, which destroys human beings and saves private property for the imperialist
conqueror. Nevertheless, there are
men who support this logic and
call themselves Christians. Is this
not hypocrisy?
I do not think that I am anticlerical; as a non-violent and nonrepressive Idiot, I do not want to
be anti-anything. But I will not
like the bishops and cardinals until
they teach me a lesson in humility,
not by washing my feet, but by
turning their palaces into hospitals,
schools, and houses of hospitality.
I do not think this request can be
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men will also become Idiots without false pride, who would rather
be slaves than murderers and who
would rather starve than take food
By JERRY LEHMANN
away by force from the greedy.
It is no surprise 1that the Catholic education, opportunity to ear one'1 . I
I suspect that to be this kind of
non-violent Idiot one has to possess
Worker has been one of the few way, participation in the decision•
a certain kind of awareness and
that affect life. . . .
voices of compassion for Cuba here
personal,. idiosyncracy, perhaps it
And there are people who are
in America, for by its presence on revolutionizing their lives. Little
is necessary to be thin and sickly,
Chrystie Street among the poor of communities of Emmaus workers,
to eat little and stink much, and
our country it can, perhaps, better doctors leaving the comforts of th•
not be afraid of ridicule or to be
understand the poor of other lands. city to live in remote areas of need.
a beggar and an underdog or an
Cuba, and not only Cuba, but all Fr. Talavera on his lonely exile,
artist with a contemplative and
of Latin America is in the grip of having joined that third . of the
non-possessive view of life; with
a rising feeling that change is pf Paraguayan nation that has been
the tragicomic sense of a Charlie
urgent necessity, a feeling most of driven by' hunger and terror from
Chaplin (the actor, not the millionus cannot properly appreciate. '
aire) or the sublime absurdity of
their native soil ruled by General
Don Quixote and Francis of Assisi.
Abbe Pierre says that those who Stroessner (Nixon called him a.
An Idiot can do very little to stop
would govern a community must model for' Latin America); priests
the firing-squad and the electric
share the lot of the most oppressed living on the rubbish heaps of
chair or turn the prisons into
in that community, if they are to Lima with the poor and outcast.
therapeutic systems, where crimireall8 understand problems accordNow we have survived several
nals will be treated not as wicked
ing to their proper order of im- crises in Cuban-American relations
but as sick. Yet there is always a
portance. Abbe Pierre saw during in the years since Cuban independchance that idiocy may become
the war that his companions in the ence, and there probably will be
contagious and that as more people
Resistance were resourceful, dar- more crises and perhaps we wlll
become non-violent and non-reing, imaginative-and as govern- survive them, too. But as a token
pressive, capital punishment, and
ment leaders after the war they of what we think should be the
all other punishment, wi\l become
were tired, routine men who were basis of our relations with Latin
meaningless. Tolstoy thought that
not responding to the needs of the America, the Committee for Nonif everybody went to jail, the
homeless.
violent Action is sending a small
l
state would collapse; the same
Americans who go and work in team of people ready to do f I I
thing can happen if all the hospi,
Latin America as well as Latin peaceful, constructive work in
tals are crowded with Idiots who
! •
middle class civil servants are Cuba. We do not want politics
are incapable of working for the
exhausted in struggling against the and the Cold War to chill even the ' . j
system of power and success. The
dead weight of superstition and humble dishes of frijoles so comJI
way the world is going, failure
")I
customs, against traditional cor- mon in Spanish America. Whether
seems to be the only form of salvaruption and graft in government, in Peru or Cuba, in Hol <'ui n or
• c
tlon.
·
against the great needs for which New York, we want to share our
As to the Catholic Worker, with
the meagre resources are so inade- bread and cheese and wine and be
your pacifist-anarchist orientation,
quate. They see that they are bat- humans together.
I think you have one of the few
tling these tremendous obtacles,
The CNVA is not asking for
real solutions to save your Church
and are making headway, and they great contributions of medicines.
from inevitable collapse under the
are satisfied for they could, in We do not think that charity is the
pressure of Marxism-Leninism or
truth, do no more without revolu- answer to the needs of Cubans,
in the Ash Wednesday of a nuclear
n..__
tionizing their lives. But the people who are healthy and vigorous and
disaster. If the Catholics and other
C r'\)i'I
are beginning to feel that it is ur- would like to earn their own way.
Christians do not want to accept
gent that there be changes, visible, Neither this little team nor the
offensive.
I
simply
do
not
underyour secular monasticism, they will
speedy changes, in their lives. Not charity of the thousands of people
stand
why
the
Vatican
has
not
face the day of judgment unprethat there be more food or bigger reading this article can meet the
pared. And then they will find out ordered them to do so. Nothing houses especially, but that there be needs for medicines and food eithat a camel cannot pass through could be more effective in recap- opportunity and hope. For even their in Cuba or Latin America.
turing the spirit of Christian huthe eye of a needle.
when we do see the ferment we Instead, we ask that everyone buy
Oppression and injustice always mility, which has been lost in the miss the point and think that it is a small package of bandages or
splendor
of
pomp
and
circumbreed potential violence. If the
stance. Only humility can save material things that will satisfy aspirins or sterilized cotton- very
capitalist corporations do not bethem from shipwreck. For eco- people-as it is here in New York simple things, but greatly needed
come non-profit organizations, they
nomic oppression is as bad as po- City where the various agencies there-and mail them, to President
will surely bec9me state utilities. litical repression. ;Both inhibit the and do-gooders think only of im- Kennedy, White House, 1700 PennIf the business men, the executives creative potentialities of man and posing their sterile housing proj- sylvania Ave. NW, Washington,
and the stockholders do not want turn into the remorse which is hid- ects on people who do not want D.C. Ask him to forward your
to be idiotic enough to turn the den behind the mask of patriotic them. But we know what people package to the Cuban people, and
means of production over to the self-righteousness, such as we are really want, enough material to let the Cubans again trade with
direct management of those who all witnessing in the cold war things for life and dignity, free- us in peaceful goods, that we
produce, that is, the workers and today.
dom for the individual and the cul- strive to be good Christian neighthe farmers, the time will come
Marlo J. Gonsales
tural traditions of the community, bors to all our sister republics.
when inflation, depression or revolution will bring about the universal triumph of state soCialism.
First, it will be Latin America
and other underdeveloped areas,
then the overdeveloped world,
By JEAN WALSH
which no longer being able to explait smaller countries and get raw
Christmas Day at the Farm was busy Christmas Eve, running up bei;, while Jim Canavan bas rematerials from their lost spheres of peaceful and unusually quiet. and down stairs on mysterious mained with us and is quietly and
influence, will meet their final Charlie made two car trips with errands to the kitchen, saying be willingly sharing in the work
nemesis in their own isolation. The the family to 8 am Mass at St. was making us a fruitcake in Stan- which always needs to be done.
West still has a chance to redeem Joseph's Church. Then he picked ley's room. Somehow, he did, and
Dick Barber
itself if the challenge of state cen- up Miss Day at the beach bunga- at Christmas dinner, he unveiled
Dick Barber has left after a sixtralization is met with cqoperative low; and after 11 am Mass, they a very tasty fruitcake, which be mon th stay with us-a stay which
centralization. But this cannot hap- were here in time for Hans' deli- said was "heatless." Arthur, Jim we will all remember with much
pent if the individualist mentality cious Christmas dinner. Possibly Goslin, Beth and Frances com- warmth.
Two years ago Dick
of profit and ostentation continues 1t was the cold weather and snow pleted our family; and at supper- heard Miss Day speak while on ber
to be the guiding principle of the which accounted for the small time· Beverly & Bill de Vore and trip out West; and last June, he
average American, Uruguayan, group that day, but it was warm the three little girls joined us, as came from Arizona by bus, to stay
Frenchman or Australian, and and relaxed, as we sat and ate and well as Joe Maurer from Chrystie with us. During tb,e summer
11
there is no indication that this talked around one large table with Street.
months, ht> did consistent hard
mentality will change. The rich the small famlly. Deane Mowrer
We certainly appreciated the manual-labor, which endeared him
feel comfortably protected by the had come down from Boston by two turkeys we were given for our to all of the men on the !arm; and
I I
capitalist army and police, which bus the day before, and it was dinner--one from our grocer, Ber- he is one of those rare, persons
keep the poor in line. They do not absorbing to hear her describe the nie Daku, and the other from Mr. who seen to have a genuine interrealize that private property did activity at st. Paul's Rehabilitation William Boyle and his sister, Mar- est in everything and a . natural
not exist in prehistoric times and Center for the Blind, which was garet. Father Riordan had brought talent for anything he undertakes..
need not go on after the post- founded by Father Thomas J. Car- ns a large, full-brancbed Scotch- After a few lessons froJll. Ralph
historic age of a final revolution roll. She looked strong and well, pine Christmas tree for the farmMadsen, be made some beautiful r ,
arrives. And in this blindness they and seems to have thrived on the house, which John Fillinger sel up stained-glass pieces; and he rapid- 1 r
will probably meet their doom.
very rugged schedule she has been ln- the loom room and around ly wove a colorful scarf on the
The success of Marxism-Lenin- undergoing since late October. which Paul and Charlie arranged hand-loom, the art of which
ism stems from the fact that the She told .us, among' other things, the stable and crib. Farmer John Charlie Butterworth had briefly
so-called Christian nations of the that·. she ha.s already baked bread also put up a small tree in the explained to him. Dick saw some
Western world are not really
Christian. They have used soph - and had fencing lessons. She ex- chapel, and Tom Cain, despite his seaweed Miss Day had collected
to be finished with her prolonged illness, beautifully ar- aP.d pressed onto cards, and soon
istry and casuistry' to pervert an d pects
.
distort the · basic teachings of c9utse by , mid-February, saying _ranged the chap~ 1 crlb. We missed he had many unusual samples of
Christ. They have built palaces in- tl}at before you leave you are re- the girls and the babies, who are his own; and one day in the midst
1
stead of hospitals an~ >schools. quired, to make a solo trip from now living near our Chrystie of his other activities, he ran off
They ' have tnade Cadillacs and the • school o into and back from Street house, but most days we get his own Christmas cards on Stanyachts for themselves instead of Boston! .Jn the September issue of a telephone call or message from ley's press. He gave much time
making farms and factories to en- The Cathol.ic .worke~, Deane had a them. Ralph Madsen, Jim Goslin, to prayer and study, and one hot
able the dispossessed to earn a very d~scr1ptive .:ev!ew on Father and Bob Stuart certainly gave of day this summer, when he was
livelihqod. ' An'd above • all, : these · .Carroll s book, Wmdness, What• tb emselv ~s in time, work and en· tied up In the cannery. during
"C~ is ians" 1 and 'defendel'S" of. It 1$,. '!hat! I~ noes,1And How To couragement, helping to make it the usual time in which he chant- ·
possible for them to move to the ed Vespers with one of the men
God a~~ I the lfatnily do1 !not l lOYe ' Uve tW1th1It. , r ·
; ' ••• 1
'
.
th~ir e41emles. ti a Oommunlst 1 ' J°onas came out tne •day be- rity. Martin Wolf now has a iob' in the chapel, we heard the chantCContinued on page 8)
threaten's to take .away. tJ1eir 1 cloak, fore Christmas,r B\\4 ' was very and left the farm in early Decem-
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BOOK REVIEWS
LEARNING HOW TO LEARN1 by Nancy McCormick Rambusch, Heli·
con Press 1962, $4.50, 180 pp.
THE MONTESSORI METHOD; by E. M. Standing, Academy Library
Guild 1002, $3.95, 209 pp. Reviewed by EILEEN FANTINO DIAZ.
It ls dHficult to review these
books wlthc>ut evaluating the strators. These books should be
Montessori method of teaching "must" reading for the staffs of
young children since they are both parochial and public schools.
an introduction to the underlying
The implications of Montessori
psychology
and
methodology in religious education are chalworked out by Maria Montessori, lenging. Many authorities have
medical doctor and educator. Mrs. pointed out that much of our
Rambusch's book is directed to the religious education has had serious
application of the method to the flaws and has not always had the
American child but the books are effect on children which was
strikingly similar in their presen- desired. There is much to study in
t.!'tion of the Montessori method this field and we would do well to
and its great significance in edu- take the sciences related to human
cation. Authors Rambusch and behavior and draw !rom them
Standing are holding a mirror up the findings which are pertinent
to Montessori with impressive ex- to this problem.
amples of the practical application
There are two excellent works
of the ideas in the classroom. As from France which have been
Dr. Montessori herself advised, translated and which I would sugthey ask the reader to observe the gest as companion reading to the
child and let him show us his exploration of the Montessori
needs. They suggest how we can method and which particularly rebest reap the harvest of the good late to the problems of religious
seeds planted in the first "Casa education. The first is Father
dei Bambini" in Italy. Both authors Marc Oraison's book, "Love or
are experienced exponents of Constraint?", published in a paperMontessori, Mrs. Rambusch was back edition by the Paulist Press,
Directress of the Whitby School, 180 Varick St., New York City,
a Montessori school in Connecti- and the second is an essay by
cut, and Mr. Standing was a form- Emmanuel
Mounier,
"Virtues
er associate of Dr. Montessori.
Crowned with the Poppy," availMy impression of the Montessori able in reprints from "Cross Curmethod is at once associated with rents," West Nyack, New York.
a concept of freedom, freedom to They both, together with Dr.
become, freedom to grow accord- Montessori, make a many sided
ing to one's own inner calling and and eloquent plea for a new look
tendencies, freedom to learn as at how we educate and what we
nature intended, through the want education to be. Do we "lead
senses, touch, sight and hearing, forth" the child to a true maturity
as a component part of the in- or do we put him in a mold, a
tellect, following the natural desire mold whose nature it is to contain,
for knowledge and maturity, and and restrict, and limit growth?
most significantly, to learn with
joy.
It is a method which takes full
advantage of the special aptitudes
that appear at different stages of
the child's development. What
seems paramount is that the child's
will is operating. He is learning
how to enrich his life and how to
discipline himself to live in a world
of multitudinous people and ideas.
He is not being fed an adult's
knowledge, he is rather using his
own powers to become an a~ult
by a natural maturing of his
faculties and the opening up of his
own being to the world around
him. He is using all the means
placed at his disposal to acquire
THE CHRISTIAN FAILURE: by
knowledge and wisdom, reaching Rev. Ignace Lepp, Newman Press,
out and using what he needs to 1962, -$3.50. Reviewed by BENEcomplete the task of childhood, DICT MONK.
the becoming of a man or a woman
Fr. Lepp's diary provides these
in the fullest meaning of the
very interesting texts, written durwords.
According to Montessori the key ing the Nazi occupation of France,
to achievement in early education when many of the French clergy
ls tlfat the child be free in a and the well-to-do laity collabo"prepared" environment, an en- rated with the puppet Vichy
vironment which is his own, is Government, anticipating the Nazi
tscaled to his needs even in furnish- domination of Europe. They had
ings, which is well equipped with no special love for the Nazfs, but
carefully planned tools of knowl- they passively accepted the Totaliedge, and where the guidance he tarian power of Hitler and preneeds to use them is provided. An ferred it to Communism. They
important aspect of ihe Montessori were convinced that Europe had
school is the atmosphere of respect to be Nazi or Communist, and they
for the rights of others, and the chose Nazism as a "lesser evil"
mutual help freely given, con- because they had hopes for the
trasting sharply with the class- continued existence of the Church
rooms where competition and fear in France if they "played ball"
of failure are the motivations. The with the conquerors.
Fr. Lepp attributed this mentalMontessori method teaches community life. The older children ity of the clergy in part to their
have the opportunity to help the seminary training which, he
younger ones and expand their thought, made them unable to
cope with the issue properly. They
lives by giving.
Parents can be helped by these were not fully in touch with
books, especially those with un- reality. They dealt only with
pleasant memories of their own abstract dilemmas which could not
school experiences and those who be really resolved in practice, and
are dissatisfied with the ~ducation which as a result left French
their children are receiving. After Catholics more or less passive and
becoming familiar with the basic submissive to an evil which they
theories of Dr. Montessori and should have been able to resist.
reading of what can be acOne of the grave problems of
complished by their application, religion in our time is posed by
they may want to do something the almost total lack of protest
positive
about changing
the on the part of religious people and
schools their children attend. The clergy, in the face of enormous
primary responsibility for the edu- social evils. It is not that these
cation of children is indisputedly in people are wicked or perverse (as
the hands of their mothers and the Communists would sometimes
fathers and they have a right to have us believe) but simply that
speak but to the school admini- they are n.o longer 'f ully capable of

11eeing and evaluating certain evils
as they truly are: as crimes against
God and as -betrayals of the
Christian ethic of love. A case in
point is t:he social injustice in the
nominally "Catholic" countries of
Latin America, against which the
hierarchy has recently protested.
Another case is that of nuclear
war, which the Popes have repeatedly denounced but which the
majority of Catholics in America
and other Western nations tend to
accept passively and without question simply because it is "better
than being a Commun1st." It is a
"lesser evil." This however is not
a serious moral judgment and is in
no sense an answer. It represents
nothing but a psychology of evasion, irresponsibility and negativism, hiding behind such l{randiose
concepts as "defence of freedom
and religion," "obedience to civil
authority," "self-sacrifice" and so
on.
It seems that a psychoiogy of
evasion and helplessness, glorified
and encouraged by persons in
authority who are able to take advantage _of it, has gradually come
to replace the true virtue of
Christian obedience. This is a
psychology of subservient opportunism which, in reality, has
nothing Christian about it, but on
the contrary, gives ample scoj>e
for the irresponsibility of the mass
mind and in the end threatens to
destroy both Christian and democratic liberty.
True Christian olfedience should
liberate man from servitude to the
"elements of this world" (cf. Galatians 4; 1-11) so that we may be
able freely to obey civil authority
when it is legal and just, and that
in the presence of injustice and
falsity we may "obey God rather
than men" (cf. Acts 5: 17-32). But
a pseudo-Christian obedience is

nothing more than the mechanical

lines · that they are uriable to cope
with practical life and they battle
against dilemmas that exist only
in their minds. Listenipg to them,
one would imagine that France
and the world must choose either
Hitler or Stalin-or, in other
words, a "New Europe" under
Nazi leadership or the occupation
of Europe under the "Red hordes."
Whatever the Nazi crimes, to these
priests they seem less terrifying
than the horrors for which the
Communists are responsible. It is
quite impossible to convince them
that there is a possibility of avoiding the domination of both Hitler
and Stalin. And if one maintains
the possible return of a French
parliamentary democracy they re-

Breakthrougli to Peace: edited and with an introduction
by Thomas Merton; New Directions, $1.95, 249 pg., 1962.
Reviewed by Tom Cornell
There is no getting around
the fact that there is a definite need for people to become acquainted with basic
peace literature. Some of the
articles in Breakthrough are .
definitely of this type: basic
peace literature. J e r o me
Frank's "B r ea k in g the
Thought Barrier" is foremost
among them. This article first
appeared in the Journal of the
American Psychological Association was incompletely reprinted in the CW, and is the
basis of lectures Dr. Frank
has delivered all over the
U nit e d S t at e s. Possibly,
"Breaking the Thought Barrier" should be read first, after Fr. Merton's introduction,
and then re-read at last as it
is placed in the collectio~. The
central point is in the title:
we must break through the
barrier that has been erected
by our patterns of thought
and attitude. Material conditions have changed much
faster than our attitudes.
They are no longer appropriate. When such a critical situation arises in history the
people who face it can respond in two ways: intensify
~he grave situation by clingmg yet more doggedly to the
type of thinking that has
caused the crisis, or break
t h r o u g h to p a t t er n s of
thought and attitude that are
really appropriate to the
changed condition. If they
choose the first path they will
disintegrate or be destroyed.
If they choose the second
they have a chance of finding
a reasonable way out of their
difficulties. Dr. Frank is a
psychiatrist, working not so
much with theoretical abstractions as real human
problems, as Director of Clinical Services in the Psychiatric Clinic at Johns-Hopkins.
Those who remember "The
Root ,of War" by Thomas Merton in the October 1961 CW
will know what to expect in
Fr. Merton's contribution to
Breakthrough. His essay is titled, "Peace: a Religious Responsibility." Merton's writings on this topic have had an
astounding effect on a great
many people. He has done the
Peace Movement and the
Church a great service by
speaking to the question of
war and its causes, its real
meaning and the world in
which it takes place. He has
reached people who are not at
all pacifist with' his vision of
peace, and he reaches firm
anti-Catholics with a vision of
the Church and relevant
Christtanity. He is undoubtedly part of the reason why
we see a new respect for the
Church among middle class
liberals.
"Peace: A . Religious Responsibility)' is a challenge to
Christians on sane and unauthoritarian grounds. There is
an attempt to be conservative
in this 1essay that is character1
istic · of Ihpch of the Hook.
~ti,li,1 \~~ ~hd restHt' is, a strong 1

and irrational
submission of
beings who have renounced free- peat all the Vichy banalities about
dom and ,:-esponsibility in order to the decadence and corruption of
become cogs in an official ma- the "people's republic" with a
chine. It is not the obedience of fervour worthy of a better cause."
sons of God but the compliance of (p. 34-35.)
functionaries in a military bureauNote that a characteristic of this
cracy. Here the supreme virtue is psychology is in fact a latent
to agree with authority no matter de&pair of freedom and of demowhether it is right or wrong, to cratic government. The either/or
maintain one's position by flattery, complex, which resigns itself
compliance and mechanical ef- fatalistically to the supposed
ficiency. It is the obedience of an "choice" between Nazism and
Eichmann who will commit any Communism is, in fact, a flight
crime in order to retain his posi- from the difficulties and responsition in organized falsity and bilities without which democratic
infamy.
life and freedom are impossible.
The first text shows that typical
But this evasion is really not a
members of the French clergy in fully free and deliberate choice.
1942 thought Fr. Lepp was a It is rather a regression and irrebel, a trouble maker and a mad- responsible capitulation to power:
man because instead of passively for since the Christian cannot, by
obeying an illegal government, he definition, become an atheist Comwas aiding the publication of an munist, he falls back on the other
underground Christian paper for brand of Totalitarianism which
the Resistance. For him to do this, may still pretend to tolerate relithey felt, was defying the manifest gion. In reality, this is a surrender
will of God by refusing to submit. of the Christian conscience to
For them, obedience was really demonic forces at work for the
opportunism and servility.
destruction of society and of the
Fr. Lepp: "Last night I had a Church.
heated discussion with a few felThe chief criterion of moral
low priests on the subject of the values comes to be "survival." Of
publication of the underground course it is presented not just as
paper Temoinage Chretien. They the survival of the individual, but
cannot understand why Catholics as the "freedom of religion" etc.
in public life and priests should Yet this implies that the individual
edit this paper and it was no use Catholic will retain his comfortmy trying to potnt out that the able and privileged position . . .
Vichy governmem. is not a divine or so he thinks. For this, then, he
institution. In the eyes of these will shut his eyes to monstrous
well-meaning priests it is only evils, acquiesce in an unjust and
Communists, enemies both of God tyrannical system, and prove himand France, who are interested in self obedient by never doing anysabotaging the efforts of the "na- thing to rock the boat.
tional revolution" which this
The next text shows the pitiful
government claims as its own. At servility of this 'psychology, which
this moment, when the Allied goes to considerable troubJe to in-·
landing in North Africa gives us veht good reasons, :religious reamore reason to doubt the final sons, for its . defection.
"It shocks me to think of all the
victory of the Nazis these good
priests are still utterly convinced Catholics who made no protest
of it.
when some of their preachers had
"It is not that they want Ger- no scruples in flattering Petain
man victozy, 1because not Om! ·df •a'nd .acclaiming him as a sort of
the.m. upholds Nazi-ism:• but lthe t 'J'oah <Jf• rue. Even Peguy, the, tywtran.ung_ they received at the l cltl fodi!vidualist~ finds he ~s. calJE}d
seminaries . has 1 forll:JE}d tqeir , in- upODt to c!>mpll' with, the wors~
tellect pn s1¥:h el(olusivelv aijstractr 1 1
(Qontin.u.ed; on page ·a> :
. ! ; ~¢ l}~ii:iu-. on page

8)
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Sorrow on me, 0 Beloved! That I un·a pt and reluctant
in my-will abiae, and behold winter hath come upon me
and the infinite tempest hath found me naked and
spoiled and with no perfecting ~of good in me. I marvel
at myself, 0 my Beloved, how I daily default and daily
do repent; I build up for an hour and an hour overthrows what I have builded.
At evening I say, tomorrow I will repent, but when
morning com.es, joyous I waste the day. Again at evening I say, I shall keep vigil all night-and I shall entreat
the Lord to have mercy on my sins. But when night is
come I am full of sleep.
Behold, those who received -their talent along with
me strive by day and night to trade with it, that they
may win the word of praise and rule ten cities. But I in
my sloth hid mine in the earth and my Lord makes
haste fo come and behold, my heart trembles and I webp
the day of my negligence and know not what excuse to
bring. Have mercy upon me, Thou who alone are without sin, and save me, who alone art pitiful and kind.

Chrystie Street

CA.cTKOLIC

Road To
Serfdom
(Continued from page 3)
vocational students part-time wor_k.
Some systems have two youngsters
share the same job, putting the
half day's training in the school
shop lnto praetlce. Russia's Pioneer Houses, as the label their
trade schools, maint ain superior
quality in their shops. They have
massive institutions housing_ aeronautics maintenance, transport
mechanics, shipbuilding, comm.unications-telephone, telegraph, teletype, motion picture techniques
and laboratories, even whole machine assemblies and electric
power stations. Guided by gradu·
ate engJ.neer specialists, the student is prodded to his highest potential in a non-make-believe atmosphere.
The
disadvantaged can be
steered in other areas of placement often downgraded ln our
scheme of things. Mental hospiW
work could be propagandized
through the guidance counselors in
high schools, for instance, and barbering, beauty operation, shoe repair, landscaping, custodial work,
cleaning, cab driving, could share
ln a general overhaul Elementary
teachers especially must put forth
a program ol upgradin~ of what
our snob society regards as dirty
work.
Hanglng over as a threatening
cloud, of course, ls the whole mid,.
dle class social structure. '.Ih.ls

<Continued from page 1)
George Johnson and many other Young Amerieuis for Ereedom,
friends of onrs from CNVA and The Catlrolic Worker, the RepubliGeneral Striki! were there. Marian cans, the Demoerds, the churches
Schindel was a great help by pro- and the synagogue worked hard to
·Jane
viding carol books. We all joined save this neighborhood.
In the spirited singlng, and moved Jacobs spoke most effectively bearound to different spots so that fore the Planning Board. The end
we could sing to all the girls. The result was a victory for the pringirls responded to our songs and cipal of subsidiarity. A neighbor3oyful gre~tings by shrieking greet- hood _ banded together, and won.
ings, lighting matches and waving Fr. Lamontane, pastor of the Holy
towels froru the windows. At one Crucifix church, celebrated Solemn
point a policeman came and asked High Mass on the 29th of December
us to leave. He said we were "dis- to honor the event. We hope to have
turbing the girls.." We bad no in- an article from him n xt month
tention of quitting and just moved telling about it. We had picketed
on a bit to keep singing. I guess Robert Jlloses- an"d gathered tens of
he realized that it would look ab- thousandi of signatures at the anmrd to arrest some forty people nual Elesta di San Gennaro, and
and haul them off to jail while proved that even in a city like New
they were singing "tidings of com- York, plain people don't have to
fort and joy." We ended our carol- give up hope ana surrender to the
lng with a rousing rendition of great city machine.
Christmas is a time of giving way of life excludes anything but
"Good Night Ladies.''
and extra love for otir -fellow man. a lily-white skin, and plays a soVisitors
As our work consists ln giving and
We were highly pleased to have practicing the works of mercy, we phisticated game of scapegoatlng,
Greta Mitchel back with us for a can only hope to maintain this a trick as old as humanity of blamvisit. Maybe part of our happlness high spirit of good will through- ing groups for their condition. Inwas due to the fact that she Is a out the · coming ;rear. For maybe stead of alterlng society to fit the
girod cook. Greta did an excellent then, as · the angels sang on the Individual for which it is made,
job on our Christmas menu of ham very first Christmas, there will be they alter the lndivid al to fit the
for the men of the lin and a tur- "peace on earth to men of good almighty state. While psyehology
has clearly and soberly demonkey dinner in the evening for the will."
.
strated that racial Intolerance and
family.
hatred spell a person's paranoia or
Marie Ashe, who was a great
inferiority
to the whole world, it
help during the summer, was back
has not discovered yet how to
for a short stay during her college
siphon this hatred. Our ghettoes
Christmas vacation.
are still with us. The ugly spectre
Tetty Becker came down on her
Of Mississippi continues to make
college vacation too and brought
democracy a bitter myth. Housing
four lovely young ladies. They
covenants against Orientals in Calihelped us answer our appeal mail.
(Contlnved from page 3)
fornia, against Je
in PitUburgh,
The members of the office staff cept the youn-g- Unttarl'an m1n1ster, against Negroes in 11Chicago, reflect
thoroughly enjoyed a visit by a who later officiated at Riven- an attitude of insecurity eqnally as
group of high schoolers from St. burgh's funeral, and who had me ruinous to our international presMary's High School in Greenwich, s~eak: twice to his young- folks. tige as the Ku Klux Klan.
Conn. They brought clothing and Monn'Oll theology, as eviden.c ed by
Unless Americans are willing to
medicine. It was very gratifying the letters ill the papers on the practice what they preach in the
to see so many fresh young faces. subject from Mol'IDons, teaches Constitution, they will be looked
New Helpers
that if a man kills another the only upon as trifling hypocrites.' Every
Chris Peditto, a fine and ambi- atonement that will save his soul is time a Negro is turned out of a
tious young man, has decided to to have his own blood shed also. In University for which he pays taxes,
joln our staff. He is extremely in- the case of John D. Lee, who was it is heard aroll'nd the world in 8
terested in race relations. We ~el- only-one of several who killed 135 matter of hours. When a Negro
come with open arms the help of men, women and children in the Georgia ch11rch is burned by in"SeAnn Leggett, a young artist who Mountaln Meadows massacre ln cure Southern white fanatics the
was a great help in defeating the :1857, but . who was the scapegoat, diamond min'e workers in South
Broome St. Expressway and is now he was executed ln 1877 and took Africa know of it within twenty"'.
working on our files. Emmie Fell, it cheerfully, knowing that he "had four hours. The Land of the Free
the niece of Carmen Matthews, shed _innocent blood." He was rein~ and the- Home of the Brave. The
collies down to work occasionally. stated by rites in, the Temple only free white man, the brave colored
Scotch Macy is now- in the hospi- last ~ar by some one taking his man.
tal after falling and, breaking ' her name and "going under the water" ' Into th'is l>hone vacuum, created
hip. She is a very sweet lady and for him. I recently read his diaries by our refusal to live a democratic
missed by all of us. We hope she and a book about him. A young1ib- life, the enemy rushes ln with
C'an return soon.
eral Mormon lawyer and legislator• cheap imitations of the truth. Tne
Dorothy Day left on Dec. 27th to had a bill up in the legislature to great attraction of Communism is
attend the wedcllng ceremony of abolish capital punishment. It got its ·wtation of God's plan: appeal-Karl Meyer ip Chicago. We are 3 votes. The next session it got 2 Ing to man's desire fot brothersure that Karl and his' new bride votes. But as many people are bet.- hood, offerlng hi1n a blueprint for
will continue- the exeellent work at ter than their religion teaches them. the common good. by sacrifice. It
the Chicago House of Hospitality. the campaign for the abolishment is a mightY' revolution, as sweeplng
The Broome st. Expressway
of capital punishment will go on ln as democracy. It has set the world
The proposed Broome Street Ex· Utah. Some other executions are on fire, and can only be snuffed
pressway, which would have torn• scheduled and I will write about out by a rek:tnd.led fire of democour ne1ghborhboti apart and di's- rthem• later. I lost 23 and one half racy UnW thts is accotnp1lshed in
placed thousands of families, is ipountls during my fast and it took our sc:hools, the dilemmas will
dead. A Join Committee,' coni-i .me a ' m.ohth to get back i my grow inth a gr•tesq e 'ni.onstet that
prising representath•es from the appetite.
will devom Uli.

Transients And
Unemployed
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On Pilgrimage
( Contlnued from page 2)
Karl has a new house on Mohawk that they will draw all with them.
where he will live on the one floor that all suspicion, anger, contenwith his bride and the men in the tion, b :tterness and violence be
house of hospitality will live dDwn- burnt away in th ii.re of this love.
stairs. Th y are keeping the place Ahd may it open their eyes, the
on Oak Street which is not far brightness -0f this love, to t he. w orks
away until the building is finally we can all perform together in
cond mned. Karl works to su.p- building up a new society, ln omr
port the houses Of hospitality (with work for food, clothing, shelter,
the vicissitudes which he tells education and health for all men,
about) so I hope their wedding for these ne the works of mercy,
presents include cash gifts to help of love and no of hate, the works
with materials for repairs on the of good, not evil, of GDd, no the
new St. Stephen's House, which is devil. And where theie is no loYe,
much to :m,y taste with its fruit put lo:ve and we will find love; betrees ln the back and the tree in cause love is the measure by which
front dotted with Englishr sparrows we sliall lbe judged.
all fluffed out to resist the cold of
·mid.west winds. I enjoyed great
comfort from Nina P-0lcyn's hos·
pitality, God bless her.
Detroit Apht
The work ln Detroit is in its
25th year and it was to celebrate
this quarter century of work that I
came. l'tn praying-that Lou Murphy
will take time off to write about
the work himself, which is many
faceted, what with farm and city
work, two houses of hospitality,
and encompasses work in the parlsh, since all his children are going
through the part-sh school which is
crowded with 8 nationalities. Two
are now in high school.
It was good to visit the farm at
South Lyons, where the Martus
family lives. They worked for a
time with Fr. Hessler in Yucatan; the Johnsons, the Meltons
and the Cr u ch s all live with
their combined 26 or more
children.. It 1s not a farming
commune, but it all began with
one large farm owned by the Hessler family. We had time to visit
only the Johnson family and to
look ln on the Meltons Cthe parents
we.re out). I am eating one of Mrs.
Johnson's cookies now and carried
away a loaf of the good homemade

bread. The House& of Hospitality
keep the Murphys in town ten
months of the year but there are
the long summer and winter visits.
To me Dou and Justine.. are a
living example of the truth that
voluntary poverty and the good
'life go together. Bnt then, of
course, they h.ne the vocation to
it, the gifts for it, the strength to
take it. In praying for an increase
of God's love, 1Jiave always prayed
too for the strength to endure the
embrace of "this tremendous
lover," to use Francis Thompson's
phrase.
CursWe1
Perhaps the most moving · experience of my trip was the sight
of a crowd c:i1 cursillistos (those
who have made a cun~ a course
in Christianity) kneeling around
the altar after the weekly Saturday
noon Mass which is the follow-up
of the CunWe.. A conversion of
heart comes about ln these cursillos, enlightening the mind as to
the workillg.s of grace. I have mentioned before about my comlng hi
contact Y.>ith this movement for
men in the West and Southwest, as
well as in Mexico City.
The score or so of men had re-ceived Holy Communion. .and made
their thanksgiving, singing the
Benediction, had listened to some
spiritual instruction, then went to
the top step around the- altar and
said their own prayers. A few of
them spoke briefly to God, present
before them and in them and with
them, and then joining with their
hands on each others' shoulders
they sang together, Dfl' Colnes, a
brief verse before they-went their
ways.
And I thought of the last time
I had seen men ln a body with
their ums entwined, hands placed
on each othl:r's shoulders, sin-ging.
It was in Cuba, at the close of a
meeting, and it was a triumphant,
defiant and joyfnl Internationale
they were slng:lng, as they swayed
back and forth. There were five
thousand people1 there on that
occasion.
Pray with me th.at men be
}otned together ln love, soi strons
a lo\>e in their march Godwards,

Karl Meyer
Fired

(Continued. from page 1)
tended a meeting at UniOll ~
qaarters where this petitlo and
futme plans were discussed.
Mon., Dec. 10-Negotlatlons for
Book Supply Co. began.
Wed., Dec. 12-Th.e Union Informed us that the parent company
was planning an immediate sale
of the Book Supply division., The
Union had secured a promise that
we would be transferred to the
parent company, but those with
less than six months seruority
might be subject to layoff there.
Fri., Dec. 14-Si.x. workers with
less than six months seniority
were laid off at Book Supply,
Mon., Dec. 11-Transfer of Book
Supply stock beg~
Fri., Dec. 2.1-lllventory for the
sale was taken.
Wed.. Dec. 28 <Fast of St.
Stephen)-! was fired. The reason
~ven was inaccuracies and unfair
statements in the article- about my
job in the December 19.62 i ue
of The Catholic Worker, which
had come to the attention of the
management at A. C. McClurg.
Thurs..,. Dec. 27-!fhe UnioD filed
a charge with the National Labor
Relations Board. contending that
I was fired for my Unic>n activities. Later that day ,the organizer
called me to say that the company
had agreed to rehire me.
Wed., Jan..2-Ireportedforwork
at A.C. MeClur~ but was told th.at
the company would require a
written apology for errors in the
article, as a conditio of my reinstatemenl
On the day when I was fil'.ed I
acknowledged that my uticle was
slanted against the- company. "'he
bias came not from Intentional
.mali~. but perhaps irom the frustrations of my working ltfe untempered by sufficient reftection.
I was perhaps u.ofair to my supervisors and the Company, for in
the development of my theme, I
selected experiences which cast
them in an unfavMable light, and
I d.id net deal with any of the
good policies or generous actions
of the comp.tny and its manager1.
There also were several inaccuracies of fact, but they do not
.affect the essential correctness of
the article. Of course I am sorry
for any errors which appeared,
partieululy if they caused perso al offense, because we sh
alwaYJJ attempt a careful, th ugh
searching, adheren-ee- to the truth;
but that is a hard mark to hit in
the rush of controversy. I have
offered the oompany jlD opportunity to reply to my article or to
check the accuracy of facts in
future articles, but 1lllderstandably.
they would rather not. I believe
that my discharg~ like the article
itself, was intimately related to
my Union activities, and I do not
believe that the article justifies
the diseharg'°'
I would like to tell the story
now, but the whole issue is hanging fire · and it is better to wait
until the events are seen more
!Clearly.
Karl Meyer
1339 N. Moh'awk
- Chicago, Dlino·
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MARIA MONTESSORI
World~Peace

Through The Child

Being an attount of Dr. Maria Montesaori's fdeas, the hfild~n and remote causes ~j W:ar, and the
best means of
mo-ring them.-Selected and auanged, with conu:nents, by E. Mortimer :Standing,
author of Maria Manteu-0ri Her Life and Work, Aatdemy Guild Preu, Fresno, Calif.

tions for themselves. They are quite content if they can
teaching-or shall we say her i>hilos.ophy-whicb is not
FIFI'H INSTALLMENT
shar.e the -common privilege_ of using them. The real .easy to grasp. Yet, in attempting to give even a l!.Ondensed
To many readers Montessori's ideas as to the ultimate
reas.o n .for this is that unconsciously the children .are
account of her ideas in <relation to "education and peace,"
causes of war may appear very far-fetched; and her
much more satisfied by the development which comes
it would he impossible to omit some reference to it.
doctrine as to how we should set about obtaining W,Oddthrough using these occupations than in the mere-possesIn this matter-.as in so many otherS--Montessori starts
peace may seem correspondingly fantastic. It may be
sion of them. In Jact, as 'Montessori says, if they were able
from Biology. We have spoken e1sewhere of the biological
well therefore to point out, once again, that hers is no
to express their own attitude in words their motto would
foundation of her ~tern and this is but another example
Utopian dream huilt upon a mei:e theory with no pr.actical
be "Usare e n on p osseder e" CTo use but not to possess). of it. Montessori has neve.r accepted the doctrine of the
foundation. Her words are weighted with the results of
"struggle for existence and the survival of the fittest" .as
Barno· ·~aorans"
40 years experience with children; and upon a rigorous
an all-embracing explanation .of the way in which life
One of the most important of all the many and wonderscientific research carried out in- a licore of different
operates
.on this planet.
ful revelations vouchsafed to us by. these "new children"
countries. Her ideas on Peace are in fact based on 1
"Of rec.ent yeai:s," she ..says, "biologists have eome to
genuine "discovery"-the discovery of what has often
is the fact that worJr is natural to man. ("That is why
regard life iuelf .as a faetor in the continued existence of
Montessori often rema:Ilked that we should use the -phrase
been called "the new chlldren"-i.e., on the :revealed
the present structure of the earth." This conception, she
"bomo la)lorans" in preference to the better-known "homo
characteristics of children who have become "normalized
maintains,
is nearer the truth than "the generic concept
through work." We cannot too often repeat that Monsapiens" to desi.gnate his species.) The child has shown us,
that living beings,who have to live in nature, must adapt
beyond a doubt, that the fundamental instinct of man,
tessori's claim to greatness, and to the gratitude of manthemselves to it with an effort that changes them."
kind lies, not so much in her having invented a new
when he is normal, is to work. We have already comFollowing
her famous uncle, the former Rev. Professor
method of education, as in having been the means, under
mented on this fact-viz. that these free children are
Stoppani of the Milan University, she holds that "all living
tll:eless at their work. They go on w.orking from morning
Providence, of revealing new, unsuspected and higher
beings taken together .are responsible !or th.e universal
qualities in childhood. She has proved beyond all doubt
to e'1ening without fatigue and without coercion. It is a
equilibrium."
sponstaneous activity, like the beating of the heart.
that, when children are given the opportunity and the
Animals and plants .are not beings that exist indemeans to live freely in accordance with the laws of growth
Fatigue is something artificial; it is not the result of work
pendently of the environment and adapt themselves to it.
within them, they manifest a whole series of characteritself but of working in the Wl'.OJ)g way-a way in which
It is more true to say that they-Le., living beings in
Nature never intended the child to work.
istics which we do not usually assodate with them.
genera}--are creators of the world as we know it. Life
As we have already noted earlier on in this essay
These traits include love of work, a profound sponmaintains
life in a universal equilibrium. All animals are
taneous intell tual concentration, love of order, mutual
Montessori r~gards "sloth" as .one ol the cardinal vices
work-ers--creaton;, · purifiers and c.onserve:rs--of the
helpfulness, a release from the spirit of possessiveness, a
environment. What they do is not done for themselves
higher form of obedience and an astonishing selfalone. The work of the species is not J>nl:i- to preserve
discipline. So that when -people ask: "ls it possible to
itself but also to maintain the universal equilibrium of
combine individual freedom with a life full of restrictions
life.
and with an obedience to social laws?" Montessori replies:
According to this .view of life, each plant and animal on
"Certainly, because I have seen this' with my free
this
earth has its "Cosmic Mission," a special part to play
·children. fl'bey have shown me that Freedom is the
in the inter-related whale which makes up the Biosphere.
basis of everything; and the first step is taken when
Man, too, is not exempt from his tellurian task. That is in
the individual begins to act without the aid of anfact the very reason why he is born with that instinct to
other, and -realizes that he is a li"lring being."
work of which we have spoken above-woi:k which in"ff" is the chffd wtro can guide us and give us light
volves both the brain and the hand.
;and clearness, not only as a guide to education, but
Building of the Super-Nature
alsu for a better understanding of the complications
What is man's "cosmic .mission" on earth? Put briefly,
of social life; and ·for the fullillment of the unconscious aspirations of men who sigh to b'e set free in
it is to construct what Montessori describes as the "Supernature"-Le., a special environment, abo.ve nature, for
order that they may attain a better form of society.••
himself and his deseendants.
"It is the child who 'has shown us that, in the first _
stage of development, fTeedom is necessary, so that
"Man has, as the fundamental purpose of his terrestrial existence, neither the preservation of himself, as an
the individual may . construct himself and develop
individual, or simply that of the ra"¢e. The instinct of selfhis functions. And it is the adolescent who has shown
preservation is only a part of his mission on earth: bis
us that this individual-so built up-can only attain
true purpose is the creation of this super-nature."
his full 'valorization of peY'Sonality' in, and 1hrough
(To prevent any misconception it will be well to point
a social life."
out at once that the word "supernature," as used by
It is th-ese same children, too, who h.we shown us that
Montessori in this context, has not any theological signifinot only is a free social life nttessary in order to attain
cance whatsoever. It does not refer to what theologians
complete social valorization but-it is also ne~ in
call the "supernatural order'' i.e., that .state of being in
order to reach the fullest intelleetual development.
which man is raised above his natural eondition by the
It is the children Who have shown us in the clearest
gift of supernatural. gr.ace; and it is a -purely natural
possible w:aY-Le., by living-that the restrictions which
phenomenon).
the individual must necessuily put upon himself in order
Supernature, according to Montessori, simply means
to li'le in a social group lll't! not felt by the children to
something which does not exist in nature without man'a
be :a surifice but a j.oy, because through them they attain
creative handiwork. .'.l'he cave,.cman lived almost ·in a state
to a mor.e 1cromplete va1ori7.3.tion of personality. They ban
ghown cus, in other words, that living together in this way,
of nature; but the civili.1.ati:ons built ·up i>y man on the
basis of na.ture-"the , go.i:genus pala:ces, the cloud-capped
far from .being felt a~a -restriction, gives them a sense of
towers"-these belong to the suiternature, as do the railsatisf.action, of full developm-ent. From this we may eonroads, airways, cities, govemmenfs and ·so forth.
clude that -such social liYing togetlftT skould not require
· 'It may be :ell to point out that, because mankind as a
a great effort on the part of mankind if he develops
whole has a cosmic mission on •earth, this fact in no way
normally; -rather tlaat it is 11 Tiatural instinct, md as such
contradicts the Oatediism definition that eacll individual
satisfies a nted. Nay more, we wouIO say that these social
experiences not only satisfy a need, but form the very
man, ~ an individual, bas been separately created ~Y God
basis far the chrftl.opmmt of penonality, and therefore
of our age. This is because people have lost their true
to the end that he might "love Him and ,serve Him in this
of eduatiao in pmerat
mientation towards work. That there should have arisen
world and ~j oy Him for eirer in the next."
TBe.e Ye:Yelatians, of tile qonta.eous sacial capacities .an invidious distinction between the professional and the
Having made this clear we can now return to a further
of -an dl.ilctn:n, wne made possible because the chil"working" classes is a clear indication of this. It is an
consideration of man's cosmic mission on earth. "Man is
dren in .lllontessori Sdlools are not jammed together in
o4ious distinction and fundamentally wrong. ".EvefY man
born.Hing of the visible universe . .But this is not just with
silent immobility-like sardines in a tin-.as fomtetly in
should be a "worker" and in a sense every man should be
the purpose of living here; but in order to construct i;omeInf.ant Sdtaols; but..n:e gi'Ril freedom of movement, and
a ..professional." It is this ·d ivorce between the ham:I and
thing above and beyond nature.
freedom to communicate with each other. ·Renee a new .the head which is the tragic and deploraole thing-so
Man bas taken hold of energies beyond the earth ·form of SClCial lite came into existence, unknown prethat we cm, and actually do speak of one who should
solar energies and he uses them-or should use thl!Illviousj.y in ordinary :sdmols. As a con.equenee a new light
have all the dignity Of a-complete man-as a ''hand." "At for the creation of this supernatm:e. He may be eomp:ued
present," says Montessori, •'we .-are a race of mani sense
to "JapUer fulm.inans" of tile old mythology." These
was shed 'Oil the effect of free social intercourse as . a
eerTelli e eerrelli 11ema llJDli" (hands without bPains sentences were written by Montessori seven.I years before
basis for deTelopment .and order. Does this not suggest
the possibility that, in.11 similar way, the more f:reedom
and brains ·without hands.) It is not possilHe, here, to
the .commencement of the second World Wa.r-in 1939.
there is for rfree sacial md economic and cultural inter- deTelop 'Montessori's argument on this subject to the iull~ They have proved themselves startlingly _prophetic; for
coane JJetwem nations, the -more -perfectly would the
but sh:e sums it up in the following way: ~n is evident
since then-has come the atomic bomb and the release of
nations be able to "realize their potentiallties-valorize
that man is born to work with his hands and with his · atomic energies. The final .Preparations were being
their nationhood if we might use the phrase-eatjl conintelligence. This ' is the uruque nature of man, the made, 13,000 miles away, for tl1e explosion of the fomtb
tributing freely to the social life of an international
tteator. His function is to work with the hand combined
atomic bomb on the Bikini atoll iii the Mid-Pacific. At
community?
with intelligence."
the time of the explosion, wrote Group Captain Cheshire,
A:noth-er vecy bnpartant manifestation which has been
If we had space here, to unfold in detail Montessori's
V.C., D.S.O., D.F.C. in the Sunday Graphic. '"There will
shown .us .by these "'liberated dlildren," and one which
plans for Secondaey Education (her land settlements for
be a flash bri,-hter ,than tie.sun, and ~owerful enougb ' to
bears di:ttdly on the'Problem of'P:uee, is thi~that when
adolescents) the ·yea:der would realize by what manner
cause total blindness at.a range of .10 miles or more." Not
they become «normalized through work" they lose that of life, and through what practical means these two
even in his angriest moments could Jupiter Fuhninans
sense -of possessiTeness so common in children. No longer
elements--so unhap:pily divorced-wouid be brought tohave accomplished the like of this.
do they seek their deepest satisfaction in "possessing"
gether again. 1Here again, Montessori would say: "What
The whole world is feeling anxious, and justly anxioiis,
things, cnor in competitions in which they shine at the
God has joined let no man separate."
witl! regard to this discovery of atomic energy. As Capt.
expense of othem. Rather they find their deepest joy in a
The Cosmic Mission of Man
Cheshire remarked in the article from which we have
harmonious development of their physical, mental. and
The unhappy severanee between hand and brain is not
just quoted: "On the one harul atomic energy threatens
social capacities. It is the "rleviated" children who are
only a psyehological error. It goes fpr deeper. For the _ us with the total destruction of our civili.1.ation, and no
discontented and :always w,anting to possess more and wrong idea of "work," which accompanies it, blinds our
amount of technical counter-measures are likely -to
more. Most interesting and significant is it to note that,
eyes to an even more important fact. For "worl?-far protect us. On the othei: hand it .offers us freedom from
though in a Montessori School the children live in the lrom being something inferipr ,or degrading-i& the~
· eans
want an~ poverty and opens the gate to untold field~- of
, ,
same environment and use the same materials for
by which man fulfills his ooi;mic mission he!"e on e
..
, expl~a~1on and advancemen,t." . 1 , ,
1
development, they do not desire to possess these c.0ecupaAt this point we come-_ UPQ!l a part of Dr~ Mont ssori'1 1
·· ·
<To Be ~eluded Next .Month)
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BOOK ~EVI EWS
(Continued from page .5>
kind of pseudo-Christian princi- fact, the resistance offered by
ples. Petain is known to be more Mounier was not only politically
religious minded than Paul Rey- right, but was the answer denaud and yet all kinds of legends_ manded by Christian morality to
are invented to make him out some injustice and untruth. It was
kind of saint. His entourage is Mounier who was obedient in all
shrewd enough to encourage these truth. The priest, misled by a delegends because they realize that fective formation, was betraying
numerically the Oatholios are the truth and justice. He was fals e to
only class on which the regime Christ.
Hence the ultimate danger of
could stand. It seems as if the
nostalgia for a theocratic regime is this thoroughly un-Christian psystill prevalent among some Catho- chology is that it perverts the
lics- how otherwise can one ex- Christian conscience and punishes
plain why the confusion between the Christian who, led by his moral
religious and political views is so sense and his Christian faith, seeks
welcome to them. Not only have to offer heroic obedience to the
the subsidies for denominational will of God, and who therefore
schools been welcomed with real deserves all the support and comgratitude but many people hope fort that the Church can give him.
"A friend of mine told me of
and trust that Petain will restore
the establishment of the Church in the long hunger strike which
Mounier has imposed upon himself
France.
"The authoritarian character of in prison. A f~w days ago he felt
the Church has developed in many his strength fading and fearing to
Catholics a tendency to evade all die almost at once, he asked for
spiritual responsibility; they assert a priest so that he could receive
that the Church is the steward of absolution and Holy Communion.
eternal truth and then content But the priest CI shouldn't be surthemselves with repeating me- prised to hear that he was a "holy
chanically the liturgical and dog- man") refused him absolution on
matic formulas without making an the grounds that he had disobeyed
intellectual effort to understand legitimate authority and was not
them and bring them to life. They prepared to repent his disobediseem to have lost the determina- ence. There seems no limit to the
tion to obey moral laws; all they stupidity of men, even of priests.
sometimes
needs great
are concerned with is to be told One
by authority what to do and what strength and pure faith not to be
not to do. I find it hard to believe discouraged and to remain loyal
that this is what Christ came for, to the Church almost, as it were,
but as far as the subconscious mind in spite of herself." (p. 34).
In conclusion, we must remark
of many Catholics is concerned, a
long time has elapsed since evan- that this dangerous psychology is
gelical liberty was replaced by not always merely passive. It can
pharisaical observance of the law. become not only active but exSo it is not surprising that these tremely aggressive and violent in
Catholics also tend to evade per- support of a totalitarian myth.
the ostensible motives
sonal responsibility in the sphere Once again,
1
of temporal organizations. If a may be ' religious" but the fruits
democracy is not to deteriorate of crui:!lty, inhumanity and fanatiinto a mere demagogy, each person cism identify these motives as antimust be prepared to look after his Christian.
own affairs and to contribute to
the affairs of the community. It is

so much easier to leave it all trust-

-·

ingly to the leader-Franco in
Spain, Petain in France; even the
atheists Mussolini and Hitler know
how to make the most of this
inertia. Our Lord has good reason
to speak of "sheep" when he
charged Peter to take care of his
Church." (p. 35-36).
Fr. Lepp points out that this
mentality may have in it something
of a "nostalgia for theocracy."
Hence a wrong idea of obedience
and a false supernaturalism ought
to be regarded as sources of dangerous confusion, when they destroy the distinction between the
sacred and the secular: in other
words when the authority of a
secularist power is purely and
simply identified with the divine
authority and even usurps the
functions which rightly belong
only to the conscience.
Note that Fr. Lepp attributes the
distortion of the right notion of
Christian obedience to defects
within the Church itself. Abuses of
authority by ministers of the
Church lead to a weakening of the
moral sense of the Christians, instead of strengthening it. The result of this is that in very grave
social issues, where the conscience
of the Catholic layman should play
a positive and decisive part, the
layman wants to be instructed by
the priest who, in turn, being out
of touch with the reality of the
problem, hands down an abstract
decision devoid of genuine moral
seriousness. This results in an
abdication of responsibility and
passive submission to an evil that
ought to be identified, denounced
and resisted, not "obeyed." Thus
by defection of the Christian conscience democracy degenerates
into demagogy and Fascism-or
Communism.
The last text shows to what extremes 'this philosophy can lead.
Emmanuel Mounier, protesting by
a hunger strike against unjust imprisonment and being in danger
of death, was refused absolution by
a priest who could not conceive
this resistance as anything other
than rebellion against God. Yet in

Breakthrough
(Continued on page 5)

p 1 e a , on really r a d i c a 1
grounds, for people to put
their strength behind that
which strengthens peace.
Walter Stein's "The Defence of the West" which first
appeared in England among
articles in "Nuclear Weapons
and the Christian Conscience,
a symposium reviewed in the
CW for November by Ed
Turner, is another basic piece
of peace literature. It is concise, full, and absolutely logical. His thought on defense
is in the tradition of the just
war theory, and he is not a
pacifist. But as a hard realist,
he has to part with the military so-called realists, and
call for a program of non-violent resistance.
The great lack of the book
is that it does not handle the
question of nonviolent action
at any depth. The grouping of
the articles into manner of
approach is misleading until
the pattern evolves. Notwithstanding this criticism, and
other point_s of deficiency that
might be noted, this is really
necessary reading for people
who realize that they have
the moral obligation to become literate about the problem of peace and war in tl).e
nuclear age.
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Soldiers of Peace·
Now .the trumpet 1ounds with a mighty voice calling the 1oldlen of
the wol1d to arms, announcing wari

(Continued from page 4)
ing of Ves.pers resounding from And shall not Christ who has uttered his summons to peace even to
the cannery. Somehow, he never
the ends of the earth
seemed especially pressed for time
and was always available for any Summon together His own soldiers of Peace?
help asked of him. It was a very Indeed, 0 Man, He has called to arms with His Blood and His Word
happy night on December 15th,
an army that sheds no blood:
when he was baptized by Father
Riordan at St. Thomas Church. To these soldiers He has handed over the 'Kingdom of Heaven.
Our neighbor, Florence Shavua
was his godmother, and Cecil Well- The tmmpet of Christ is His Gospel. He has sounded it in our ears
born from Arizona was his god- And we have heard Him.
father by proxy. Stanley, Hans, Let us be armed for peace, putting on the armor of j ustice, seizin: the
Shorty, Larry, Jim Canovan, Tom
shield of faith,
Cain, Andy and Miss Day werepresent from the farm, and Ralph, The helmet of salvation,
Joe Maurer, Jim Goslin, Arthur,
and Pat Stubbs came out from And· sharpening the "sword of the spirit which is the Word of God."
the city. Afterwards, we all gath- This is how the Apostle prepares us peaceably f or battle.
ered at the farmh ouse for a quiet
evening of refreshments, talk and Such are the arms that make us invulnerable.
music, and Father Riordan joined So armed, let us prepare to fight the Evil One.
us for awhile. Dick is spending Let us cut through his flaming attack with the blade which the Logos
the next' three weeks at the GreyHimself has tempered in the waters (of Baptism).
moor Fathers, St. Christopher
Inn, in Garrison, New York, help- Let us reply to His goodness by praise and thanksgiving,
ing out in the men's clothing
l'Oom, and in February resumes Let us honor God with His divine Word:
classes at the University of Ari- "While thou art yet speaking,'' He says, "Here I am."
zona, where he is in his junior
year. He is a conscientious obFrom Clement of Alexandria, Selections from the Protreptikos
jector.
An Essay and Translation by Thomas Merton. New Directions,
Day of Recollecllon
1962, 27 pages; $1.50
On Sunday, December 9th,
Father Joseph Riordan, our parish
curate, gave us a day of recollectic>n; and it was a welcomed day
of silence and prayer, enhanced
by the fir.>t snowfall of the year.
<Continued from page 3)
Late in the morning, we gathered half years later they unilaterally
for Prime 1,i; the chapel, which resumed testing. The US has that we had been practicing economic imperialism against a small
was followed by a holy hour of unilaterally cut back in certain neighbor.
adoration, and then the office of areas. The important fact to conOur self-righteousness could not
None. At dinner, Mike Kovalak sider is that' the politicians of
stand it. So our reaction had to be
read aloud an article on the life the peace camp, and SANE and intense. It was so intense that it
and work of St. Peter Julian Ey- the sporadic attempts at uhllateral drove Castro into the arms of the
mar<I , who was canonized in Rome initiatives taken by either side USSR and transformed Cuba into
that day. In the afternoon, Father have never struck at the deterrent. a Marxist-Leninst state. We must
Riordan came and gave two con- Since the deterrent is not affected, face the fact that we cannot use
ferences in the chapel, both of the same condemnation must be the weapons of the spirit, the force
which were centered on the Resur- levelled against the initiatives of Truth and Love, God's power,
rection of Our Lord, and stress- position as against the others to defend what is morally in·
ing the fact that Advent is the which make the people of the defensible. We cannot expect
season of hope and penance. Bene- world hostages. The initiatives peace in a world community with
d iction was at 5 pm and closed position holds hope for an exten- our own nation wallowing in
the day of recollection. After sup- sion of liberty in that it is a posi- suburban luxury (not here on the
per, we had the usual nightly tion up to now seldom articulated Bowery, or in West Virginia) while
Rosary and Compline in chapel. by a politician in public. The poor two-thirds of the world's people
Visitors
showing made by the peace candi- still live in squalor, never knowing
Father Robert Mailloux, our dates in the last election .however what a full belly feels like.
Marist priest friend , said Mass for indi cates that very few people
Our future will be determined
us three times this month, and we were impressed with new ideas. · by ·the way we answer questions
surely are grateful to him for the
Unilateral Disarmament
that very few are willing to ask.
beds and furniture he gave us
Unilateral disarmament, as ad- The challenge of today is one that
for friends of ours who were in vocated by The Catholic Worker ranks with very few the human
need. Msgr. Edward J. Dolan, our and the other radical groups men- race has met. It is a challenge to
parish pastor, said Mass in our tioned, fits the three-fold norm go up another step on the evoluchapel one morning, and stayed best. It cannot lead to war, for it tionary scale. Essentially, it tell!
for breakfast and a cheerful visit is t}le opposite of war. It us to recognize our spiritual
with the community. Janet Bur- strengthens the positive elements natures in action. The power of
wash brought Giovanna Vernucdo in our culture, since its basis is the individual never seemed
and Rita Muccio to visit us. Both found in the Sermon on the Mount weaker than it does in today's
young women, who are members and the best of the humanitarian world of automation, mass political
of the Focolare Movement in Italy, tradition. It would end the abomi- deception, thought control anc in·
are now living in New York. Leo nation of slavery through the stitutionalized inanity. Ironically,
Rainer and his wife visited from military draft. Mass media would it is the power of the individual,
Wanamassa. New Jersey. Former- feel freer to expose contrary spiritual power, that we are called
ly, Leo was a baker, but be would points of view, since dissent would upon to recognize and use as it
like to be a homesteader; and he not be· an intolerable threat. The has never been used before, to
is looking for three or four other problem that many choke on is form a viable world culture. We
families who would like to live as how to satisfy the requitements of need not fear, as those who have
a self-subsisting community, living justice in the face of aggression. no faith, the end of the world. We
totally off the land , offering their And how to protect our far-flung know that the Resurrection will
services to each other. Father interests in Asia, Africa, Latin establish a reconstitution of the
Louis Richard from the Society of America and Europe.
physlcal universe. But we see that
St. Paul t wice came for short visFirst: systematic training in the we have a part to play in the
its. He said his order would like to theory and pr,actice of non-violent Messianic accomplishment, and
compile and publish the late Ed resistance must be recognized as that we also have the opportunity
Willock's writings. He felt It was the first and most pressing re- of committing the gravest sin of
a real spiritual loss, when the quirement of the new age that history, the capstone of man's hispublication of Integrity magazine, faces us. This peaceful weapon, if tory of sin. Since the Fall at the
which Ed helped to found , was we will use it, will liberate us Garden every sin imaginable has
dil'contlnued.
from more than we guess.
been committed by men and the
We have had our share of colds
Second: n6n-violent resistance community of man. We know that
an-d sore throats, which is inevi- will not defend what is not just. among the gravest sins are pride,
table ; but for the most part the We cannot maintain our imperial- blasphemy, the worship of false
family is well. Tom Cain. who has istic control of foreign economies gods and the final rejection of the
been quite sick. seems to be get- and other nations' foreign policies grace of the Holy Spirit in despair.
ting a little stronger; and Hans with non-violent resistance. We By committing ourselves as a nawho was laid low for many days can defend only what it is just to tion to a war policy in the day of
with ltlmbago, is riow much bet- defend. America does not now Total War, when all life can be
ter. Larry has done nearly all of desire this. We know that we are terminated in this planet, we comthe cooking, and Joe Cotter and guilty but we cannot face our bine these sins by grasping for our81-year old Agnes, daily and un- guilt. When Castro nationalized selves God's exclusive dominion
obstrusively, do the many small, American oil refineries in Cuba he 'over human life, pridefully making
but. oh so necessary, little chorf's. as much as said to the American ourselves gods and worshipping
It was a cold month, weather-wise, people and its government, "You ·our own devices, despairing o!
but a very happy month. May Our have been robbing us for years. God's salvation which He offers to
Lady of All Joy teach us to share Now no more!" Even though he us and to our society, if we will
in her gratitude towards Her S".ln offered compensation for ex- accept His weapons of prayer,
for t.he countless gifts we have all propriated property we could not poverty, mutual dependence and
love.
tolerate this .implicit assertion
received.

Responses to the Cold War

